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Description

As search was implemented it from tmdb, would be a very useful to make searches of Subtitles (by typing the title) when the
opensubtitles option fails to find them directly.

More info here:
https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/boards/15/topics/5144
https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/issues/1103
https://www.lonelycoder.com/redmine/boards/15/topics/4968?r=4978#message-4978

History
#1 - 08/24/2012 06:25 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 4.0 to 33

#2 - 12/27/2012 04:52 PM - Jerome Morrow

@Andreas... can you please reconsider this Feature??

Many times I found a good movie on Navi-X, and with a lot of available subtitles, but sadly not in Spanish (my native language).... On the other hand,
the site opensubtitles.org already have some subtitles that can works.... Only a "search option" will be necessary, to do the trick 
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#3 - 01/14/2013 08:59 PM - liran yzhak

I join to request , my native language it's Hebrew and showtime not support RTL languages .. please do manually select subtitles and add the option
"browse manually" under Subtitles category

thanks

#4 - 02/24/2013 11:23 AM - Jonas Kvist

I also see the same issue for Navi-X. Titles can often be something different than the real title of the movie/series episode. Result is no or wrong
subtitles. A sub menu either under the SQUARE menu before you enter movie or maybe more logical a menu under the Video Menu (the TRIANGLE
menu on PS3 when playing) where "subtitles tracks - title" can be added. No matter where it is placed I belive this change will be helpfull to most
users. But then again since I see the same issue for TMDB view, the best solution might be to be able to add a custom title for the movie/link you have
marked. In that way the custom title can be used both for TMDB search, Audio track Search and ofcourse most importantly the Subtitles search

#5 - 01/13/2014 01:59 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (33)
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#6 - 02/02/2014 05:14 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Priority changed from High to Normal

#7 - 05/19/2014 08:52 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from [PS3] Manually search Subtitles to Ability to manually search subtitles
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